Deep neural networks (DNNs) have recently achieved great success in a multitude of classification tasks. Ensembles of DNNs have been shown to improve the performance. In this paper, we explore the recent state-of-the-art DNNs used for image classification. We modified these DNNs and applied them to the task of acoustic scene classification. We conducted a number of experiments on the TUT Acoustic Scenes 2017 dataset to empirically compare these methods. Finally, we show that the best model improves the baseline score for DCASE-2017 Task 1 by 3.1% in the test set and by 10% in the development set.
INTRODUCTION
Acoustic scene classification(ASC) [1] focuses on recognizing various environmental sounds from a sound sample. The broader category of Computational Auditory Scene Analysis aims to model the human auditory system and its mechanisms to detect, identify, separate and segregate sounds in the same way that humans do [2] . Amongst the existing acoustic classification tasks, ASC is a challenging task since various environmental sounds have similar background noises and span a wider range of frequencies. ASC is particularly interesting to researchers due to its wide applications in audio tagging [3] , audio indexing using wearable devices [4] , robot navigation systems [5] etc.
Image classification and detection have been remarkably popular in recent years. The popularity is attributed primarily to the availability of large annotated standard datasets [6] . Audio classification and detection have not attracted a similar level of attention. The DCASE challenge is a step towards creating a standard dataset for researchers. The 2013 iteration [7] included challenges for scene classification and synthetic acoustic classification. The DCASE Challenge 2016 [8] comprised of 4 tasks: ASC, Acoustic Event Detection, Sound Event Detection in Real Life Audio and Domestic Audio Tagging. The DCASE Challenge 2017 [9] comprises of 4 tasks: ASC, detection of rare sound events, sound event detection in real life audio, large scale weakly supervised sound event detection for smart cars.
In this work, we focus on the challenge 1 of DCASE Challenge 2017. The goal of ASC is to classify a test recording into one of the provided 15 predefined classes that characterizes the environment in which it was recorded. This challenge is in continuation of the previous year's challenge with additional data.
Early work in this area focused primarily on using classifiers such as GMM-HMM [10] , tree bagger classifiers [11] , support vector machines [12] . Some of these classifiers cannot effectively model temporal dynamics of audio. With the recent advancements in deep learning, many new DNN architectures have been studied which are better at encoding the temporal nature. Also DNNs are better at abstracting the large feature sets, usually associated with audio clips. Quite a few teams experimented with various deep learning approaches in the previous challenge. The challenge winners [13] for DCASE 2016 extracted MFCC and i-vectors and used Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN) to improve the performance over conventional baseline model. [14] proposed a vanilla DCNN with a fully connected layer at the end, whereas [15] pre-processed the audio clips using CQT before using a DCNN. [16] experimented with a parallel combination of CNN and LSTM for the final classification.
In this work, we apply various state-of-the-art DCNNs from image classification tasks. We modified these architectures to apply them on the audio dataset for ASC. Specifically, we use the following architectures: (1) . LeNet (2) . SqueezeNet (3). 1-D CNN. We also tried some deeper networks such as: Highway Networks, Densely Connected CNN. However, due to the lack of availability of a large annotated dataset, these variants didn't perform well. We also experimented with multiple types of feature extractors: extracting log-mel spectrograms by varying the hop-lengths and the sampling frequency. We compare the results from these DCNN models with the baseline DNN model. Finally, we also show that creating an ensemble of these networks gives a much better performance on the fore mentioned task, effectively improving the baseline model's accuracy by 10% with the final macro accuracy being 84.8%.
DATA
In this work, we use TUT Acoustic Scenes 2017 dataset [17] for development. The dataset is a collection of recordings from various acoustic scenes all from distinct locations. For each recording location 3-5 minute long audio recordings are captured and are split into 10 seconds which act as unit of sample for this task. All the audio clips are recorded with 44.1 kHz sampling rate and 24 bit resolution. Readers can find more information about the data and how it is collected from here 1 . The development dataset comprises of 52 minutes of audio for each label amounting to 13 hours of entire dataset. On the contrary, the 2016 dataset comprised of over 9.75 hours of development dataset. Apart from the increase in dataset size, the datasets also differ in their classification units. The 2017 dataset has a classification unit of 10 seconds whereas the 2016 dataset has 30 seconds. These differences need to be observed before comparing the results from the 2017 edition with those of 2016 edition. 
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
For each audio clip, (from development and evaluation set), the processing pipeline consists of the following steps: 1) Pre-process the audio with various transformations to standardize the input, 2) Extract features from the pre-processed audio, 3) Train the DCNN models using the features from step 2, 4) To get the final classification for each file, we fuse the predictions from each segment.
In the following subsections, we explore each of these steps.
Audio Preprocessing
Before being passed to the feature extractor, a few preprocessing steps are carried out on the original audio. In this task, the audio files have two sets of channels (one for left ear and one for right ear), so we convert the audio to mono by averaging the channels. We also normalize the amplitude to lie between -1 and 1.
Feature Extraction
Spectrograms provide a visual way of representing the signal strength over time at various frequencies. Mel-Spectrograms maps the equally spaced spectrogram frequencies into bins according to human ear perception, hence using mel-spectrogram as input has shown lot of success in various tasks like speech recognition, speaker identification etc. In this task, we experiment with two variants of feature vectors:
1. The original audio was downsampled to 16 kHz. We compute log mel-spectrogram with 0.025 seconds as window length and 0.010 seconds as hop length with 64 mel frequencies. The above processing results in log mel-spectrogram with 999 frames and 64 mel frequency bins. We then splits these into non overlapping windows of 111 frames which acts as input to our neural networks. Hence, we effectively split the raw audio into 9 segments.
2. In this variant, the audio was kept in its original sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz. We compute log mel-spectrogram with 0.046 seconds as window length and 0.023 seconds as hop length with 64 mel frequencies. The above processing results in log mel-spectrogram with 431 frames and 64 mel frequency bins. We then splits these into non overlapping windows of 43 frames which acts as input to our neural networks. Hence, we effectively split the raw audio into 10 segments.
Classification
In this work, we apply a variety of DCNNs. They are described in detail in Section 4. Once the feature vectors are extracted from the audio file, it is split into smaller segments as described in subsection 3.2. Each model is trained using mini-batches of size 256. We used Adadelta optimizer [18] with an initial learning rate of 1. Dropout layers significantly improve performance. Hence, we added dropout rate of 0.5. All our models were trained for 200 epochs, and the models with best validation accuracy were chosen.
Fusion
Since we split the raw audio clip into multiple segments, to get the final class prediction, we average predictions across all segments of an audio clip. This implies averaging 9 segments for the feature vector of type 1, and 10 segments for the feature vector of type 2 as mentioned in subsection 3.2.
Ensemble
Finally, we create an ensemble using the model variants mentioned in Section 4. We trained 10 different models with 5 distinct architectures. We sort the models via the macro-accuracy computed using [19] . Finally, we chose the best models which had the maximum variance, and whose accuracies were better than the baseline model. We train our deep learning models with the Keras library [20] using Tensorflow [21] backend on cloud GPU's with 60 GB RAM hosted on Floydhub. 
CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS
Convolutional Neural Networks is yet another DNN which gained popularity in image classification tasks. DCNNs are an extension to DNN with a few changes to the architecture. The major difference is the usage of convolutions. A simple DCNN comprises of a set of layers stacked together. These are namely convolutional, pooling, optional fully connected layers at the end, and finally the output layer.
• The convolutional layers consists of a kernel (also called as filter). These kernels perform non-linear operations over a limited receptive field. The kernel is tiled across the entire input space, resulting in the creation of a feature map. The primary motivation for this operation is that the function which the kernel learns are independent of the position in which they are found. Hence, we reduce the number of parameters required for the neural network. The parameters for this layer are: context of the kernel (width x height), depth of the kernel and the strides. A typical convolutional layer will consist of numerous kernels. The depth depends on the number of kernels present in the previous layer. In the case of 1D convolution, the context of the kernel is defined only by its width.
• The pooling layers are added to further reduce the dimensionality of the feature maps. The pooling layer essentially provide summaries over each context window, thus enhancing the network invariance to transitional shifts in the input patterns. Usually, pooling layers are placed after every convolution layer, however, in some DCNN variants, these are placed scantily. There are multiple types of pooling layers, max pooling, average pooling, global max pooling global average pooling, etc. The most salient feature of the pooling layer is that it doesn't add any additional parameters in the network and in turn helps reduce the dimensionality of the data significantly. Similar to the conv layer, pooling layer also have a context and a stride. In most typical scenarios, the strides are configured such that we pool over non-overlapping windows.
This hierarchical structure consisting of alternating feature extraction layers and pooling layers allows CNNs to operate on multiple timescales. In the upcoming sub-sections we describe the different DCNN architectures we've experimented with. Since the annotated dataset for the competition was small in size, we've used DCNN architectures which require less number of parameters.
LeNet
We experimented with 3 variants of the LeNet architecture [22] by varying the filter sizes keeping everything else constant. We used the filter sizes of 3x3, 5x5, 7x7. A small building block of this architecture comprises of Conv-BN-Relu-Pool layer. We stacked 3 copies of the building blocks where the number of filters became twice of the previous block. Finally, we flatten the layer, add a fully connected layer of size 512 and use softmax for the final class label. The architecture is described in Table 1 for filter size: 3x3.
SqueezeNet
SqueezeNet [23] is a DCNN which achieves AlexNet-level accuracy on ImageNet with 50x fewer parameters. SqueezeNet comprises of multiple stacked building blocks called Fire Modules. A Fire module is comprised of: a squeeze convolution layer (which has only 1x1 filters), feeding into an expand layer that has a mix of 1x1 and 3x3 convolution filters. The original SqueezeNet architecture comprises of 8 stacked Fire Modules where the number of filters keeps increasing as the depth increases. We modified the existing architecture by reducing the depth and stacking 6 Fire Modules instead. We experimented with various FIRE module configurations, the best configuration is described in Table 1 .
1D CNN
While applying CNN to audio dataset, it is important to understand that the two axes of the spectrogram have different meanings (time v/s frequency), which is essentially not the case for images. Hence, technically it makes sense to convolve only in a single dimension as opposed to both the dimensions in case of images. Hence, in this architecture we experiment with convolution in only single dimension (time). This architecture is inspired from [24] 3 with the
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
From feature extraction side we experimented with sampling rate, window length and hop length when converting audio to log melspectrogram. If the window length is too big, frequency resolution with respect to time is reduced. If the window is too small, frequency patters across time are missed. This is a trade-off, one can have high a resolution in time or a high resolution in frequency but not both. So, we experimented with various window and hop lengths. The human ear can listen to frequencies between 0Hz and 5kHz clearly without any effort, so, it is a common practice to downsample the audio. Hence, we experimented with the original as well as the downsampled audio files. On the model architecture side, we experimented with LeNet, SqueezeNet and 1D CNNs with different kernel sizes. In LeNet we used filters of size 3x3, 5x5 and 7x7 to understand how filter size affects the classification accuracy.
The model CNN-V1 is trained on log mel-spectrograms of audio files without down-sampling with 3x3 conv filters whereas all the other models are trained on log mel-spectrograms of downsampled (16kHz) audio files. While training we observed that the model overfits very quickly when using actual files because it contains lot of information which may not be relevant to task at hand results in poor accuracy. The models trained on down-sampled audio files are robust to overfitting and hence perform better.
The models CNN-V2-1, CNN-V2-2 and CNN-V2-3 are based on LeNet architecture, where the only difference is the size of the conv filters used. Conv filters of size 3x3, 5x5 and 7x7 are used in them respectively. The conv filter sizes affect the model performance. The filters which are either too big or too small cannot understand the time-frequency patterns. Hence, we experimented with various filter sizes and we can see that the classification accuracy deteriorates with the increase in the filter size. Due to recent success of SqueezNet with very less number of parameters we tried this architecture out of curiosity.
We finally tried 1D CNN because a spectrogram is not like an image, it represents frequency in one axis and time in one axis. Even though we can use it like an image sometimes model may benefit from treating them separately.
After training all the models we create an ensemble by choose best three models and combined their individual predictions using geometric mean. Since the models are learning different because of their architectures (3x3 vs 5x5 etc) or input features (16kHz-44.1kHz log mel-spectrogram) we see a improvement in accuracy of about 3 percent compared to best individual model.
We plotted confusion matrix in figure 2 to analyze the conflicting acoustic scenes. The most confused pairs are: Home is confused with Library, and Park is confused with Residential area. We can clearly see why the model is struggling to identify these pairs because these scenes are closely related to one another acoustically.
This can be reduced by increasing the audio sample length from 10 seconds so that we have some more context to identify these pairs correctly. Among the most accurately predicted acoustic scenes there are office, car, city center. These scenes have unique fingerprint to them and could be accurately classified. On the other hand, park, cafe restaurant, residential area are least accurately predicted probably due to acoustic closeness of these scenes. 
FUTURE WORK & CONCLUSION
Currently, the training suffers because of over fitting due to lack of enough data. In future we'll try to avoid this using data augmentation methods as these methods have shown to boost the performance and prevent over-fitting in [25] [26] . In this work, we experimented with the window length and the hop length of mel-spectrogram to study its affect on acoustic scene classification. We also tried different DCNN architectures for the same and finally created an ensemble of these deep CNN models to improve upon the baseline model by 10%. Table 2 : Class-wise accuracy of acoustic scenes for various cnn models we experimented with. Refer Section 5 for details on model notation.
Acoustic
Results with a pair of number represent development accuracy -evaluation accuracy whereas the ones with a single number represent just development accuracy.
